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Abstract

Text segmentation is important for signaling a
document’s structure. Without segmenting a
long document into topically coherent sections,
it is difficult for readers to comprehend the text,
let alone find important information. The prob-
lem is only exacerbated by a lack of segmenta-
tion in transcripts of audio/video recordings. In
this paper, we explore the role that section seg-
mentation plays in extractive summarization of
written and spoken documents. Our approach
learns robust sentence representations by per-
forming summarization and segmentation si-
multaneously, which is further enhanced by an
optimization-based regularizer to promote se-
lection of diverse summary sentences. We con-
duct experiments on multiple datasets ranging
from scientific articles to spoken transcripts to
evaluate the model’s performance. Our findings
suggest that the model can not only achieve
state-of-the-art performance on publicly avail-
able benchmarks, but demonstrate better cross-
genre transferability when equipped with text
segmentation. We perform a series of analyses
to quantify the impact of section segmentation
on summarizing written and spoken documents
of substantial length and complexity.

1 Introduction

One of the most effective ways to summarize a long
document is to extract salient sentences (Goldstein
et al., 2000). While abstractive strategies produce
more condensed summaries, they suffer from hallu-
cinations and factual errors, which pose a more dif-
ficult generation challenge (Lebanoff et al., 2020;
Goyal and Durrett, 2021). In this study, we focus
on extractive summarization of lengthy documents,
including both written documents and transcripts
of spoken language. Extractive summaries have the
potential to be highlighted on their source materials
to facilitate viewing, e.g., Google’s browser allows
text extracts to be highlighted on the webpage via
a shareable link (Lyons, 2021).

As a document grows in length, it becomes cru-
cial to bring structure to it. Examples include chap-
ters, sections, paragraphs, headings and bulleted
lists (Power et al., 2003). All of them allow readers
to find salient content buried within the document.
Particularly, having sections is a differentiating fac-
tor between a long and a mid-length document. A
long document such as a research article contains
over 5,000 words (Cohan et al., 2018). It is an order
of magnitude longer than a mid-length document
such as a news article (See et al., 2017). Writing
a long document thus requires the author to metic-
ulously organize the content into sections. In this
paper, we equip our summarizer with the ability to
predict section boundaries and leverage this ability
to improve long document summarization.

Importantly, sections are essential to both written
and spoken documents. A majority of summariza-
tion approaches concentrate on written documents,
assuming the sections are given. They exploit docu-
ment structure by hierarchically building represen-
tations from words to sentences, then to larger sec-
tions and documents (Xiao and Carenini, 2019; Liu
and Lapata, 2019; Narayan et al., 2020). It remains
an open question as to whether spoken transcripts
can be handled in a similar manner. E.g., the tran-
script for a 1.5-hour video lecture contains >10,000
words. There are no section boundaries. Instead,
the lecture content is loosely organized around a
series of talking points. Discourse cues, e.g., “so
next we need to...,” have been shown to correlate
with the underlying document structure (Hearst,
1997). We thus aim to leverage such cues to infer
section boundaries, which help summarization of
both spoken and written documents.

Our model learns robust sentence representations
by performing the two tasks of extractive summa-
rization and section segmentation simultaneously,
enhanced by an optimization-based framework to
select important and diverse sentences. It mimics
what a human would do when identifying salient
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content from a lengthy document. Text segmenta-
tion was previously studied as a standalone prob-
lem (Arnold et al., 2019; Xing et al., 2020; Lukasik
et al., 2020). For example, Koshorek et al. (2018)
break Wikipedia articles into sections according to
tables of contents. In this work, we enhance extrac-
tive summarization with a new addition of section
segmentation. We train our model on written docu-
ments with known section boundaries, then adapt
it to transcripts where such information is unavail-
able to exploit its transferability. We observe that
by predicting section boundaries, our model learns
to not only encode salient content but also recog-
nize document structure information.

Ensuring that a summary covers a broad range of
important topics is pivotal. A long document may
discuss multiple topics. It is inadequate for a sum-
mary to have a narrow information focus and miss
the important points of the document. Crucially, we
design a new regularizer drawing on learned sen-
tence representations and determinantal point pro-
cess (Kulesza and Taskar, 2012; Cho et al., 2019a)
to ensure a set of representative and diverse sen-
tences is selected for the summary. We evaluate our
proposed approach against strong summarization
baselines and on multiple datasets ranging from sci-
entific articles to lecture transcripts, whose average
document length is 3k–8k words. Our findings sug-
gest that the approach can achieve state-of-the-art
performance and demonstrate better transferability
when equipped with a segmentation component.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We investigate a new architecture for extractive
long document summarization that has demon-
strated a reasonable degree of transferability from
written documents to spoken transcripts.

• Our model learns effective sentence representa-
tions by performing section segmentation and
summarization in one fell swoop, enhanced by
an optimization-based framework that utilizes the
determinantal point process to select salient and
diverse summary sentences.

• The model achieves state-of-the-art performance
on publicly available summarization benchmarks.
Further, we conduct a series of analyses to ex-
amine why segmentation aids extractive summa-
rization of long documents. Our code and mod-
els are available online: https://github.com/
tencent-ailab/Lodoss

2 Related Work

There is growing interest in generating concise sum-
maries from long documents. Most summarizers
are enabled by Transformer-based models that can
process long sequences. E.g., Longformer (Beltagy
et al., 2020) replaces Transformer’s self-attention
mechanism with dilated sliding window attention
to reduce computation and memory usage. Other
methods include content-based and temporal sparse
attention (Child et al., 2019; Zaheer et al., 2020;
Roy et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021) and hierarchi-
cal attention that builds representations from words
to sentences and eventually to documents (Zhang
et al., 2019; Rohde et al., 2021). Our work builds
on Longformer to process input documents of sub-
stantial length while focusing on probing document
structure for summarization.

While abstractive strategies could produce suc-
cinct summaries, they are prone to hallucinations
and factual errors that can mislead the reader (Falke
et al., 2019; Kryscinski et al., 2020; Maynez et al.,
2020; Pagnoni et al., 2021). The problem is exacer-
bated when the inputs are spoken transcripts, where
false starts, repetitions, interjections, ungrammati-
cal sentences are abundant (Shriberg, 1994). They
may cause errors to propagate through abstractive
systems (Shang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Zhu
et al., 2020; Koay et al., 2020, 2021; Zhong et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2022). Instead, we pursue a more
flexible strategy to produce extractive summaries,
allowing the reader to grasp the essentials without
having to read all materials.

Our work differs from previous extractive meth-
ods in its focus on document segmentation, which
holds promise for summarizing lengthy documents.
Important sentences are often located at the begin-
ning or end of documents (Baxendale, 1958; Marcu,
1998). This simple heuristic gives strong results
on news summarization (Kedzie et al., 2018; Chen
and Bansal, 2018; Narayan et al., 2018; Mao et al.,
2021; Liu et al., 2022). We take one step further,
jointly partitioning a document into multiple sec-
tions and estimating sentence salience given their
proximity to section boundaries. We then explore
segmentation of written and spoken documents to
understand the model’s transferability.

Previous studies rely heavily on lexical cohesion
to perform text segmentation (Hearst, 1997; Passon-
neau and Litman, 1997; Malioutov and Barzilay,
2006). Despite their success, establishing coher-
ence in a text goes beyond repeating keywords. A
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Figure 1: An overview of our system named “Lodoss .” It builds effective sentence representations by combining two essential
tasks of section segmentation and sentence extraction. We introduce a new regularizer LDPP drawing on determinantal point
processes to collectively measure the quality of a set of extracted sentences, ensuring they are informative and diverse.

good writer often use discourse cues to create paral-
lel structures, give examples, compare and contrast,
or show addition. Our method draws inspiration
from neural text segmentation models to predict
section boundaries (Koshorek et al., 2018; Arnold
et al., 2019; Xing et al., 2020; Lukasik et al., 2020).
In particular, Koshorek et al. (2018) learn sentence
representations and label each sentence as ending
a segment or not. Lukasik et al. (2020) compare
three model architectures based on Transformers
and report results on a Wikipedia dataset. In this pa-
per, we focus on unifying section segmentation and
summarization into a single optimization frame-
work, exploiting document structure to accurately
locate salient content. In what follows, we describe
our approach in greater detail.

3 Our Approach

Let D = {s1, s2, ..., sN} be a document containing
N sentences.1 Our goal is to create an extractive
summary of the document by selecting a subset of
K sentences that retains the most important infor-
mation. The task of long document summarization
is significantly more challenging than other sum-
marization tasks (Daume III and Marcu, 2002). It
has a high compression rate, e.g., >85%, excluding
most sentences from the summary and suggesting
an extractive summarizer must be able to accurately
identify summary-worthy sentences.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic overview of our system
named “Lodoss” (Long document summarization
with segmentation). It learns robust sentence repre-
sentations by performing both tasks simultaneously.
Further, it introduces a new regularizer drawing on
determinantal point processes (Cho et al., 2019b;
Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata, 2021) to measure

1Modern speech-to-text services provide automatic punc-
tuation. Transcripts are punctuated using commas, periods,
question marks and semicolons. It allows us to break down a
transcript into a sequence of utterances akin to sentences of a
written document.

the quality of all summary sentences collectively,
ensuring they are informative and have minimum
redundancy.

We employ the Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020)
equipped with dilated window attention to produce
contextualized token embeddings for an input doc-
ument. Windowed attention allows each token to
attend only to its local window to reduce compu-
tation and memory usage. It has the added benefit
of easing section segmentation. The left and right
context of a section break can be captured by the lo-
cal window, which reveals any words they have in
common and new words seen in this context. Our
Longformer model utilizes a large position embed-
dings matrix, allowing it to process long documents
up to 16K tokens. We use dilation, changing win-
dow size across layers from 32 (bottom) to 512
(top) to increase its receptive field.

Our summarizer is built on top of Longformer by
stacking two layers of inter-sentence Transformers
to it. We append [CLS] to the beginning of each
sentence and [SEP] to the end, following the con-
vention of (Liu and Lapata, 2019). This modified
sequence of tokens is sent to Longformer for token
encoding. We obtain the vector of the i-th [CLS]
token as the representation for sentence si with rich
contextual information. These vectors are added to
sinusoidal position embeddings, then passed to two
layers of inter-sentence Transformers to capture
document-level context. Such global context is es-
pecially important for identifying salient sentences,
whereas sinusoidal position embeddings indicate
the relative position of sentences. The output vec-
tors are denoted by {hi}Ni=1.

Summarization and Section Segmentation .
We address both problems simultaneously in a sin-
gle framework (Eq. (1-2)). Particularly, ysum,i = 1
indicates the i-th sentence is to be included in the
summary; yseg,i = 1 suggests the sentence starts (or
ends) a section. Both tasks are related at their core.
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A section usually starts or concludes with summary-
worthy sentences; predicting section boundaries
helps us effectively locate those sentences. More-
over, the discourse cues for identifying major sec-
tion boundaries, e.g., “so next we need to...,” are
portable across domains and genres. It allows us to
perform a series of ablations to adapt our summa-
rizer from written to spoken documents.

ŷsum,i = σ(w⊤
sumhi + bsum) (1)

ŷseg,i = σ(w⊤
seghi + bseg) (2)

Our base model, “Lodoss-base,” minimizes the
per-sentence empirical cross-entropy of the model
w.r.t. gold-standard summary labels (Eq. (3)). It
learns to identify salient sentences despite that con-
tent salience may vary across datasets. Further, our
joint model, “Lodoss-joint,” optimizes both tasks
through multi-task learning: L(Θ) = Lsum + Lseg.
It adds to the robustness of derived sentence rep-
resentations, because the acquired knowledge for
section segmentation is more transferable across
domains. Here, ŷsum,i and ŷseg,i and are predicted
scores for summarization and segmentation; ysum,i

and yseg,i are ground-truth sentence labels.

Lsum = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

(
ysum,i log ŷsum,i

+ (1− ysum,i) log(1− ŷsum,i)
)

(3)

Lseg = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

(
yseg,i log ŷseg,i

+ (1− yseg,i) log(1− ŷseg,i)
)

(4)

A DPP Regularizer. It is especially important to
collectively measure the quality of a set of extracted
sentences, instead of handling sentences individu-
ally. We introduce a new regularizer leveraging the
determinantal point processes (Kulesza and Taskar,
2012; Zhang et al., 2016; Perez-Beltrachini and La-
pata, 2021) to encourage a set of salient and diverse
sentences to be selected for the summary. With the
DPP regularizer, a ground-truth summary Y

′
is ex-

pected to achieve the highest probability score com-
pared to alternatives. It provides a summary-level
training objective that complements the learning
signals of our Lodoss-joint summarizer.

DPP defines a probabilistic measure for scoring
a subset of sentences. Let Y = {1, 2, ...,N} be the
ground set containing N sentences. The probability
of a subset Y ⊆ Y , corresponding to an extractive

summary, is given by Eq. (5), where det(·) is the
determinant of a matrix; L ∈ RN×N is a positive
semi-definite matrix; Lij indicates the similarity
between sentences i and j; LY is a principal minor
of L indexed by elements in Y ; I is an identity
matrix of the same dimension as L.

P(Y ) =
det(LY )

det(L+ I)
(5)

We make use of the quality-diversity decomposi-
tion for constructing L: L = diag(q) · S · diag(q),
where q ∈ RN represents the quality of sentences;
S ∈ RN×N captures the similarity of sentence pairs.
In our model, the sentence quality score qi is given
by ŷsum,i (Eq. (1)), indicating its importance to the
summary. The sentence similarity score is defined
by: Si,j = cos(hi,hj) =

hihj

∥hi∥×∥hj∥ . We employ
batch matrix multiplication (BMM) to efficiently
perform batch matrix-matrix products.

DPP rewards a summary if it contains a subset of
important and diverse sentences. A summary con-
taining two sentences i and j has a high probability
score P(Y = {i, j}) if the sentences are of high
quality and dissimilar from each other. Conversely,
if two identical sentences are included in the sum-
mary, the determinant det(LY ) is zero. Modeling
pairwise repulsiveness helps increase the diversity
of the selected sentences and eliminate redundancy.
As illustrated in Eq. (6), our DPP regularizer is de-
fined as the negative log-probability of the ground-
truth extractive summary Y

′
. It has the practical

effect of promoting selection of the ground-truth
summary while down-weighting alternatives.

LDPP = − log
det(LY ′ )

det(L+ I)
(6)

Our final model, “Lodoss-full,” is shown in Fig-
ure 1. It adds the DPP regularizer to the joint model
(Eq. (7)); β is a coefficient that balances sentence-
level cross-entropy losses and summary-level DPP
regularization. Θ are all of our model parameters.

L(Θ) = (Lsum + Lseg) + βLDPP (7)

4 Experiments

In this section, we detail our experimental settings
for long document extractive summarization. Our
datasets include collections of scientific articles and
lecture transcripts, their associated summaries and
section boundaries. We contrast our approach with
strong summarization baseline systems and report
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results on three standard benchmarks. Model ab-
lations and human assessment of summary quality
are presented in §5.

4.1 Datasets

For written documents, we choose to experiment
with scientific articles (Cohan et al., 2018) as they
follow a logical document structure. They come
with human summaries and sections, delimited by
top-level headings. The scientific articles are gath-
ered from two open-access repositories: arXiv.org
and PubMed.com. Particularly, arXiv consists of
papers in the fields of mathematics, physics, astron-
omy, electrical engineering, computer science, and
more. PubMed contains research articles and their
abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics.
These datasets contain 148K and 216K instances,
respectively (Table 1). Their source documents are
an order of magnitude longer than standard news
articles (Grusky et al., 2018).

For transcript summarization, we utilize lectures
gathered from VideoLectures.NET (Lv et al., 2021).
These lectures have been automatically transcribed
using Microsoft’s Speech-to-Text API. Further, the
transcripts are time aligned with lecture slides. All
utterances aligned to a single slide are grouped
into a cluster, they form a transcript section. Text
extracted from slides are used as ground-truth sum-
maries. The dataset contains a total of 9,616 videos.
Each video contains about 33 slides. It helps us lay
the groundwork for unifying summarization and
segmentation on spoken documents, using lecture
slides to provide weak supervision for both tasks.2

We show data statistics in Table 1, including num-
ber of sentences/words per document and summary,
reported for train, validation and test sets.

Ground-Truth Labels. A label ysum,i is assigned
to each sentence of the document: 1 indicates the
sentence belongs to the ORACLE summary, 0 oth-
erwise. An ORACLE is created by adding one sen-
tence at a time incrementally to the summary, so
that it improves the average of ROUGE-1 and -2
F-scores (Kedzie et al., 2018). ORACLE summaries
give the ceiling performance of an extractive sum-
marizer. ORACLE summaries for scientific papers
are created by us; those for lecture transcripts are
provided by Lv et al. (2021) generated by aligning
transcript utterances with lecture slides.

Scientific papers come with sections: we specify

2We investigated other transcript datasets (Carletta et al.,
2006) and found they do not contain enough training instances.

Document Summary
#Insts #Wds #Tkns #Snts #Wds #Snts

PubMed
Train 134,915 3,044 3,865 86.3 202 6.8
Val 6,633 3,112 3,982 87.9 203 6.8
Test 6,658 3,093 3,914 87.5 205 6.9

arXiv
Train 203,037 6,038 8,583 206.4 280 9.9
Val 6,436 5,894 8,152 204.2 162 5.6
Test 6,440 5,906 8,132 205.7 163 5.7

VideoLec
Train 7,692 4,192 4,901 291.9 456 24.5
Val 962 4,222 4,931 294.1 466 24.7
Test 962 4,387 5,131 306.2 479 25.4

Table 1: Statistics of our datasets. #Wds, #Tkns and #Snts are
average number of words, tokens and sentences, respectively.
We report these for training, validation and test sets. Tokeniza-
tion was performed using BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016).

yseg,i = 1 if it is the first (or last) sentence of a sec-
tion, 0 otherwise. Both the first and last sentences
of a section could contain discourse connectives
indicating a topic shift. Clear document structure
depends on establishing where a section ends and
the next one begins. For lectures, all transcript utter-
ances are time aligned with lecture slides, creating
mini-sections. We explore alternative definitions
of transcript sections in §4.3.

System Predictions. At inference time, our sys-
tem extracts a fixed number of sentences (K) from
an input document. These sentences have the high-
est probability scores according to Eq. (1).3 K is
chosen to be close to the average number of sen-
tences per reference summary. We set K=7 and 5
for the PubMed and arXiv datasets, respectively,
following the convention of Xiao and Carenini
(2019). We use K=3 for lectures (Lv et al., 2021).
Section predictions are given by Eq. (2).

4.2 Experimental Settings

Our implementation uses HuggingFace (Wolf et al.,
2020), PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and PyTorch
Lightning (Falcon, 2019). We use the Adam opti-
mizer. Its initial learning rate is set to be 3e−5. The
learning rate is linearly warmed up for 10% of the
total training steps. The training was performed
on 8 NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPUs. The models were
trained on each dataset for 20 epochs, using a batch
size of 8 with gradient accumulation every 4 steps.

3Our training objective focuses on learning robust sentence
representations (Eq. (7)). We choose to extract sentences based
on such representations over a DPP inference algorithm. The
latter is reported to give fewer summary sentences, yielding
high precision but low recall scores (Zhang et al., 2016).
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PubMed arXiv
System R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Abstractive Systems
Discourse 38.93 15.37 35.21 35.80 11.05 31.80
TLM-I+E 42.13 16.27 39.21 41.62 14.69 38.03
BigBird-base 43.70 19.32 39.99 41.22 16.43 36.96
BigBird-large 46.32 20.65 42.33 46.63 19.02 41.77
LED-4K – – – 44.40 17.94 39.76
LED-16K – – – 46.63 19.62 41.83
HAT 48.25 21.35 36.69 46.74 19.19 42.20

Extractive Systems
ORACLE 61.49 34.70 55.92 59.41 30.05 52.34
LEAD-10 37.45 14.19 34.07 35.52 10.33 31.44
SumBasic 37.15 11.36 33.43 29.47 6.95 26.30
LexRank 39.19 13.89 34.59 33.85 10.73 28.99
ExtSum-LG 44.85 19.70 31.43 43.62 17.36 29.14
... + RdLoss 45.39 20.37 40.99 44.01 17.79 39.09
Sent-PTR 45.01 19.91 41.16 42.32 15.63 38.06

Our System (Extractive)
Lodoss-base 48.10 22.53 43.51 47.64 19.73 41.71
Lodoss-joint 48.83 23.13 44.23 47.97 20.13 42.03
Lodoss-full 48.93 23.51 44.40 48.20 20.50 42.28
Lodoss-full-LG 49.38 23.89 44.84 48.45 20.72 42.55

Table 2: ROUGE results on the PubMed and arXiv datasets.

We run hyperparameter search trials on the valida-
tion set, with β ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. We adopt
half-precision (FP16) to speed up training for all
models, with the exception of the full model, where
full-precision (FP32) is used to ensure a stable per-
formance of eigenvalue decomposition required by
the DPP regularizer. The best results are with 16K
tokens. We use 4K input for all ablations to save
computation unless otherwise noted.

4.3 Summarization Results
Baseline Systems. We compare our system with
strong summarization baselines. SumBasic (Van-
derwende et al., 2007) is an extractive approach
that adds sentences to the summary if they contain
frequently occurring words. LexRank (Erkan and
Radev, 2004) measures sentence salience based
on eigenvector centrality. ExtSum-LG (Xiao and
Carenini, 2019, 2020) leverages local and global
context to extract salient sentences. +RdLoss fur-
ther adds a redundancy loss term to the learning
objective to help the model eliminate redundancy in
long document summarization. Sent-PTR (Pilault
et al., 2020) uses a hierarchical seq2seq sentence
pointer model for sentence extraction.

Our abstractive baselines include the following:
Discourse (Cohan et al., 2018) utilizes a hierarchi-
cal encoder to model the document structure and an
attentive decoder to generate the summary. TLM-

System P R F R-1 R-2 Avg(R)

N
on

e

LexRank 17.38 3.66 5.07 17.07 5.78 10.02
TextRank 21.26 4.38 6.10 20.50 6.68 11.85
Lo-jnt-sgl 43.94 7.83 12.09 23.86 15.11 20.60
Lo-fll-sgl 47.87 8.48 13.11 24.12 15.85 21.04

ar
X

iv

Lo-jnt-sgl 46.44 8.12 12.63 24.46 15.93 21.29
Lo-fll-sgl 47.18 8.39 12.97 24.38 16.04 21.28
Lo-jnt-grp 49.31 8.80 13.59 25.01 16.93 22.02
Lo-fll-grp 48.00 8.30 12.95 24.34 16.18 21.31

Pu
bM

ed

Lo-jnt-sgl 48.11 8.44 13.02 24.76 16.27 21.57
Lo-fll-sgl 47.69 8.52 13.08 24.61 16.24 21.49
Lo-jnt-grp 51.00 9.17 14.10 24.89 16.88 21.90
Lo-fll-grp 49.29 8.97 13.69 24.72 16.63 21.72

Table 3: Results on lecture transcripts. The metrics reported
are Precision, recall, F-scores, and Rouge scores. Our model
can be trained from scratch, or pretrained on either arXiv or
PubMed. We explore alternative definitions of sections: all
utterances aligned to a single slide is a section (‘sgl’) vs. using
six major sections per transcript (‘grp’).

I+E (Pilault et al., 2020) generates a paper abstract
using the Transformer language model, where the
introduction section and extracted sentences are
provided as context. BigBird (Zaheer et al., 2020)
and LED (Beltagy et al., 2020) use sparse atten-
tion and windowed attention to process long input
sequences. HAT (Rohde et al., 2021) adds hierar-
chical attention layers to an encoder-decoder model
to summarize long documents.

Results on Scientific Papers. We compare three
of our model variants, listed below. Standard evalu-
ation metrics (ROUGE; Lin, 2004), including R-1,
R-2 and R-L, are used to measure the quality of sys-
tem summaries. It allows our model to be directly
compared to previous approaches. More ablations
and human assessment are provided in §5.

• Lodoss-base, using Lsum

• Lodoss-joint, using Lsum + Lseg

• Lodoss-full, using (Lsum + Lseg) + βLDPP

Results on PubMed and arXiv datasets are shown
in Table 2. Our models strongly outperform both
extractive and abstractive baselines, suggesting the
effectiveness of unifying section segmentation with
summarization. The LEAD baseline, however, does
not perform as well on long documents as it does
on news articles. It is interesting to note that our
models are trained with indirect signals, i.e., binary
sentence labels derived from reference summaries,
and they remain quite effective at capturing salient
content on long documents.

We conduct significance tests using the approxi-
mate randomization method (Riezler and Maxwell,
2005; Dror et al., 2018). With a confidence level
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PubMed
#Wds

arXiv
#WdsROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

Lodoss P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%)

5-
Se

nt base 50.25 49.56 47.75 23.28 22.19 21.73 204.3 42.10 55.13 46.04 16.71 21.84 18.24 216.5
joint 50.75 49.31 47.85↑ 23.72 22.24 21.96↑ 202.3↓ 43.56 54.21 46.50↑ 17.33 21.60 18.49↑ 204.9↓

full 51.27 49.16 48.04↑ 24.01 22.26 22.11↑ 198.6↓ 43.37 54.61 46.59↑ 17.27 21.75 18.53↑ 207.2↓

6-
Se

nt base 47.58 53.57 48.32 22.18 24.21 22.18 235.9 38.93 58.85 45.27 15.67 23.76 18.23 250.6
joint 48.06 53.26 48.43↑ 22.57 24.21 22.39↑ 233.6↓ 40.28 58.09 45.87↑ 16.25 23.57 18.54↑ 238.5↓

full 48.57 53.17 48.65↑ 22.88 24.27 22.57↑ 229.8↓ 40.18 58.36 45.93↑ 16.22 23.69 18.56↑ 240.1↓

7-
Se

nt base 45.19 56.64 48.21 21.22 25.82 22.33 265.8 36.23 61.76 44.17 14.80 25.41 18.08 283.4
joint 45.68 56.49 48.47↑ 21.57 25.90 22.58↑ 263.1↓ 37.45 61.09 44.81↑ 15.33 25.22 18.39↑ 270.9↓

full 46.06 56.40 48.60↑ 21.84 25.95 22.73↑ 260.4↓ 37.32 61.39 44.83↑ 15.28 25.37 18.40↑ 273.3↓

Table 4: We vary the length of output summaries to contain 5-7 sentences and report summarization results on PubMed and
arXiv. Our model Lodoss-full consistently outperforms other variants across all lengths and evaluation metrics.

of 99%, all of our Lodoss models are significantly
better than BigBird-base and LED-4K. The dif-
ferences between our model variants are also sig-
nificant: between Lodoss-base and Lodoss-joint,
between Lodoss-joint and Lodoss-full. Our results
indicate that incorporating section segmentation
and a summary-level DPP regularizer can help the
model better locate salient sentences. Moreover,
the large encoder (‘-LG’) results in improvements
on both datasets.

Results on Lecture Transcripts. We could train
our model from scratch using lecture transcripts,
or pretrain the model on either arXiv or PubMed,
then fine-tune it on transcripts. Results are shown
in Table 3. The metrics reported are precision, re-
call, F-scores and Rouge scores. 4 We observe that
models pretrained on written documents perform
substantially better compared to training a model
from scratch, and PubMed outperforms arXiv con-
sistently except Lo-full-grp. It suggests that knowl-
edge gained from summarizing written documents
could be transferred to summarization of spoken
transcripts. This is especially the case for our joint
model (Lo-joint-⋆), where the models is equipped
with the ability to recognize section boundaries.
The Lo-joint-⋆ model consistently outperforms the
model trained from scratch regardless of different
segmentation labels. Note that F-scores are not
necessarily aligned with the Rouge scores as the
system can predict sentences with similar context
that are not labeled as summaries.

We explore alternative definitions of a transcript
section: all utterances aligned to a single slide is

4Ground-truth abstractive summaries are unavailable for
this dataset. We use sentences labeled as summaries to com-
pute Rouge scores. We could not directly compare our results
to those of (Lv et al., 2021) due to different settings used.

Figure 2: Effect of varying source sequence lengths (PubMed);
x-axis shows the source sequence length measured by number
of tokens; y-axis shows the ROUGE scores.

considered a section vs. using six major sections
per transcript. The former leads to about 33 sec-
tions per transcript. The latter is achieved by find-
ing 6 slides that are discussed the most, and using
the first utterance of each slide as the start of a new
section. Because scientific papers on PubMed and
arXiv contain 6.06 and 5.68 sections averagely, this
definition allows our model to be pretrained and
fine-tuned under similar conditions. We find that
using six major sections per transcript improves
summarization performance.

5 Ablations and Analyses

Effect of Summary Length. We vary the length
of output summaries to contain 5-7 sentences and
report summarization results on PubMed and arXiv
(Table 4). Our model Lodoss-full consistently out-
performs other variants across all lengths and eval-
uation metrics. The highest scores are obtained
for PubMed with 7 output sentences, whereas 5
sentences work best for arXiv, as it gives a good
tradeoff between recall and precision.
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Figure 3: Section segmentation results evaluated by F1 (higher
is better) and WinDiff (lower is better). Results are reported
for PubMed and arXiv. Best performance is achieved with our
Lodoss-full model. ‘-LG’ means a Longformer-large model is
used to encode the input document.

Model Pos PubMed arXiv
F1 Avg-R F1 Avg-R

Lodoss-joint
1st

86.19 38.73 85.09 36.71
Lodoss-full 86.47 38.95 85.63 36.99
Lodoss-full-LG 88.74 39.37 87.10 37.24

Lodoss-joint
Last

84.93 38.42 77.07 36.69
Lodoss-full 85.26 38.92 78.41 36.95
Lodoss-full-LG 87.19 39.36 81.71 37.25

Table 5: Segmentation (F1) and Summarization (ROUGE)
results using different segmentation labels.

Effect of Source Sequence Length. We observe
that our model performs increasingly better when
longer source sequences are used (Figure 2). This
is expected, as importance information will be left
out if source sequences need to be truncated to a
certain length. For example, using 4K tokens, we
have to truncate about 50% of arXiv inputs.

Model’s Performance on Section Segmentation.
Figure 3 shows segmentation results for PubMed
and arXiv. Our goal is to predict the first sentence
of a section. F1 and WindowDiff scores (Pevzner
and Hearst, 2002) are reported. Particularly, Win-
dowDiff is a lenient measure for segmentation re-
sults. It uses a sliding window to scan through the
input document. At each step, it examines whether
the predicted boundaries are correct within the lo-
cal window. We observe that both our full model
and large pretrained models help the system to bet-
ter predict section boundaries. Predicting the first
sentence of a section is easier than predicting the
last sentence (Table 5). This gives 4% and 6% gain,
respectively, on PubMed and arXiv.

Effect of Our DPP Regularizer. Table 4 shows
the average number of words per summary, where
summaries are produced by different model vari-
ants. We find that summaries produced by Lodoss-

Figure 4: How often summary sentences are found near sec-
tion boundaries (PubMed). “1” indicates a summary sentence
is the first sentence of a section, whereas “-1” indicates it is the
last sentence of a section. Both the first and last sentences of a
section are likely to be selected for inclusion in the summary.

Figure 5: How often summary sentences are found near sec-
tion boundaries (arXiv).

full tend to be shorter compared to other summaries,
and Lodoss-full remains the best performing model.
It suggests that the DPP regularizer favors a diverse
set of sentences to be included in the summary. The
selected sentences are not necessarily long as they
may contain redundant content.

Why Section Segmentation is Necessary. We in-
vestigate how often summary sentences are found
near section boundaries. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 4 and 5, respectively for PubMed and arXiv. “1”
indicates a summary sentence is the first sentence
of a section, whereas “-1” indicates it is the last
sentence of a section. Overall, both the first and last
sentences of a section are likely to be selected for
inclusion in the summary. The effect is stronger for
PubMed and less so for arXiv. We conjecture that
because arXiv papers are twice as long as PubMed
papers, summary sentences may not always occur
near section boundaries. In both cases, our models
are able to leverage this characteristic to simulta-
neously identify summary sentences and perform
section segmentation.

Human Assessment of System Summaries. We
focus on evaluating informativeness and diversity
of summary sentences. Other criteria are not con-
sidered because extractive summaries can be high-
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Model Avg. 4/5 3 1/2

Info↑ Lodoss-joint 2.89 10.05% 21.84% 68.11%
Lodoss-full 3.12 14.70% 21.49% 63.81%

Div↓ Lodoss-joint 2.14 5.50% 13.16% 81.34%
Lodoss-full 2.03 3.40% 14.06% 82.54%

Table 6: Human evaluation results for informativeness (higher
is better) and diversity (lower is better).

lighted on their source materials, allowing them to
be understood in context. Our evaluation focuses
on the Lodoss-joint and Lodoss-full models. The
informativeness and diversity metrics are defined
as follows. As a toy example, let S1={1, 3, 7, 12}
and S2={2, 3, 7, 9} be summaries produced by two
models, respectively. The numbers are sentence
indices. For informativeness, we take the union of
summary sentences {1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 12} and ask hu-
man evaluators to judge the relevance of each sen-
tence against the ground-truth summary on a scale
of 1 (worst) to 5 (best). The informativeness score
of a summary is the average of its sentence scores.
For diversity, we obtain the symmetric difference
of two summaries {1, 2, 9, 12} and ask humans to
judge if each sentence has offered new content dif-
ferent from those of the common sentences {3, 7}.
A good summary should contain diverse sentences
that are dissimilar from each other.

Results are reported in Table 6. We performed
evaluation using Amazon Mechanical Turk on 100
randomly selected summarization instances from
arXiv. arXiv is chosen over other datasets because
its content are more accessible to crowd workers.
We recruited Masters turkers to work on our task.
They must have completed at least 100 HITs and
with ≥90% HIT approval rate. Each summary sen-
tence was judged by 3 turkers. Overall, we find that
Lodoss-full receives better relevancy and diversity
ratings than Lodoss-joint. A substantial portion of
the sentences receive a score of 1 or 2. It suggests
that the extracted sentences lack informativeness
despite that the DPP regularizer is effective at in-
creasing the diversity of selected sentences and
eliminating redundancy.

6 Conclusion

We tackle the problem of long document extractive
summarization by combining two essential tasks of
section segmentation and sentence extraction. We
further design a regularizer drawing on determinan-
tal point processes to ensure a set of representative
and diverse sentences are selected for the summary.

Extensive experiments and ablations demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed approach. Our
future work includes exploration of various text seg-
mentation techniques to improve our understanding
of the latent document structure. Another direction
would be to extend our study to the realm of neural
abstractive summarization with the help of learned
document structure.

7 Limitations

The proposed summarization models are trained on
scientific articles that are segmented into multiple
sections by authors. Those section boundaries are
utilized by the model to learn robust sentence rep-
resentations and estimate sentence salience given
their proximity to section boundaries. When sec-
tion boundaries are unavailable, the model may not
work as intended. Moreover, trained models may
carry inductive biases rooted in the data they are
pretrained on. Finetuning on target datasets helps
mitigate the issue as the model has been shown to
demonstrate a reasonable degree of transferability
from written documents to other genres.
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